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Abstract. Duplicate activities often appear in the business process modeling, analyzing the consistency of corresponding model containing duplicate 
activities is a problem , the existing behavior consistency methods can not analyze effectively the process model with the multi-set of transition. In 
the paper, by analyzing of three kinds of weak order relations of multi set of transition, a kind of consistency measure methods based on behavior 
profile of multi-sets of transitions of Petri net  is proposed. Finally , an example is given out, which shows the method is effective. 
 
Streszczenie. W artykule przedstawiono metodę określenia regularności związków słabych w systemie wielowątkowym o powielających się danych. 
Analiza, trzech wybranych rodzajów relacji oparta została na profilu wielowątkowej sieci Petriego. Opisano także przykład, potwierdzający 
skuteczność działania (Analiza regularność zachowań, na podstawie profilu zachowań w sieci przenikań wielowątkowych Petriego). 
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Introduction 
In business processes, duplicate activities often appear, 

which sometimes due to the needs of models, sometimes 
faults of the business analysts and system modelers. In this 
case, it’s too much trouble to delete these repetitive 
activities or refine them, sometimes we only need to 
analyze the relationship between them, and compute its 
consistency with the target model[1]. At this point, a major 
challenge in this area is be able to compute the degree of 
consistency between the duplication of activities of the 
models. 

For consistency measure, some literatures has 
proposed lots of analysis methods, but the majority was on 
the basis of the expendable transitions, [2]described the 
observed consistency, and it considered not only the 
transitions but also the state. Using trace equivalence or 
bisimulation to analyze the behavior consistency between 
the models, there are some problems [3]. Trace 
equivalence or bisimulation can only produce a Boolean 
value that is consistent with (a value of 1), inconsistent 
(value 0) to show consistency, but can not explain the 
inconsistent extent [4]. [5] proposed the behavior constraint 
of a weaker equivalence than trace equivalence --behavior 
profiles, so it can visually see the degree of similarity 
between the models, such that we can determine the match 
of the models. But they can not handle the duplication 
activities in models. While for multi-sets, [6] proposes the 
method of measuring the behavior precision and behavior 
recall, but which has no specified answer to the degree of 
consistency.  On this basis, [7]introduced a quantitative 
method based on observed behavior, which only considers 
the order relation, but also can not effectively distinguish the 
difference between repeated transitions.  

Based on the above background, we present a 
consistency analysis method based on behavior profiles of 
multi-set of transitions of petri net.  

 

Motiving Example  
Here we look at an example of a work flow system, as 

shown in the Fig.1. In the Fig.1, if we want to describe the 
degree of consistency between the four models, what can 
we do? We find that there are two same transitions in Fig.1 
(b), Fig.1 (c), Fig.1 (d), so there is a problem for the same 
transitions, while the previous literatures have not described 
in such cases. Therefore, a major challenge is be able to 
calculate the match between the duplication of activities of 
the model. 

For the remaining part of the article, under no 
explanation, we assume that the workflow system network 
is defined as ),,( FTPN  . Workflow system means that 

the establishment of a process model, therefore, we also 
use activities and transitions. 

   
                          （a）                             （b） 

     
            （c）                                (d) 

Fig. 1. The Petri net model of workflow system 
 
The Calculation of the Consistency Based on the 
Transition Multi-Sets      

Consistency assessment may be based on behavior 
equivalences or behavior relations, while profile based on 
behavior equivalences can be expected to be 
computationally hard [8], so we need to study the behavior 
relations. All relations for tuples of transitions in one model 
are compared to the relations for tuples of corresponding 
transitions in the other model. Hence, consistency 
assessment translates into comparing relations for all pairs 
of transitions that are part of correspondences. [9] reviews 
several relational semantics. The major difference between 
them is their focus on either direct causal dependencies or 
indirect dependencies, such as the behavior profile[4,5,8]. 
Against the background of alignments between related 
process models, indirect dependencies seem to be more 
suited to assess consistency . Our approach, on the basis 
of behavior profiles for the multi-sets of transitions, 
considers three weak order relations between multi-sets of 
transitions, identifying consistent aligned transitions, to 
analyze the consistency between them. 
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Definition 1. Let ])[,( iN  be a net system with 

),,( FLPN  .The weak order relation LL  

contains all pairs ),( yx , such that there exists a firing 

sequence 
ntt ,,1  with ])[[,( iN , }1,,1{  nj  , and 

nkj  , for which holds xt j   and ytk  . 

Definition 2.  Let ])[,( iN  be a WF-system. The strict 

order relation LL~  contains all pairs ),( yx  with 

yx   and xy  . 

In Fig.1(a), only when A occurs, B and C can occur, 
therefore, BA~ , CA~ . Similarly, for Fig.1(b), the left A 
and B is in a strict order relation. 

Definition 3. Let ])[,( iN  be a WF-system. The 

exclusiveness relation LL  contains all pairs 

),( yx  with yx   and xy  . 

Definition 4. Let ])[,( iN  be a WF-system. The 

interleaving order relation LL  contains all pairs 

),( yx  with yx   and xy  . 

Definition 5. For a WF-system ])[,( iN  the set of 

behavior relations },,~{ LMBP is referred to as the 

behavior profiles of ])[,( iN . 

Definition 6. Let ])[,( 11 iN  and ])[,( 22 iN  be net 

systems, with ),,( 1111 FTPN   and ),,( 2222 FTPN  , and 

21~ LL   a correspondence relation. The set of aligned 

transitions 
11

~
LL   of ])[,( 11 iN  is denoted as 

22111 {
~

LtLtL  [ 1t ～ 2t ]}. The set 2

~
L  of ])[,( 22 iN  is 

definited analogously. 
Definition 7. Let ])[,( 11 iN  and ])[,( 22 iN  be net 

systems with ),,( 1111 FTPN  and ),,( 2222 FTPN  , 

},,~{
111 LMBP  and },,~{

2222 LMBP  their 

behavior profiles, and 21~ LL   a correspondence 

relation. Let }~{ 1
111
 LMBPR  and 

}~{ 1
222
 LMBPR . The set of behavior profile 

consistent transition pairs )
~~

(
~

111 LLLC   for ])[,( 11 iN  

contains all pairs ),( yx tt , such that 

(1) if 
yx tt  , then 

2

~
Lts  with xt ～ st  it holds 

ssxx tRttRt 21  ，  

(2) if yx tt  , then 
2

~
, Ltt ts   with tx tt  , xt ～ st

，and yt ～ tt  it holds either
ssyx tRttRt 21   or xt ～ tt  

and yt ～ st . 

For analyzing the behavior consistency of two model 
which include the multi-set of transition, we need look for 
the set of consistent transitions based on behavior 
profile.The algorithm 1 is as follows: 
Algorithm 1:Locating for the set of consistent transitions 
Input: two workflow systems ])[,( 111 iNS   

and ])[,( 222 iNS  , multi-sets of transitions 

},,,{ 112111 ntttL   (which may have repeated 

transitions) and },,,{ 222212 mtttL  . 

Output: consistent transitions pairs 
(1) By the definition 2-4,  analyze the relationship 

between the transitions, and determine the 
transition satisfying the behavior profile.  

(2) By definition 6, in 1L , loop from 11t  to nt1 , look for 

jt in the 2L , if there is 
2Lt j  , such that 

jtt ~11 , output 
11

~
LL  , otherwise remove 11t  

from 1L , output  }{t\
~

1111 LL  , to locate the 

set of aligned transitions. 

(3) By definition 7, analyze 
2121

~~
),( LLtt mm  , with 

mm tt 21 ~ )1( nm  ), if it meets 

21222111
~)( RRtRttRt mmmm   (the 

definition of 21
~ RR   in the literature [8]), output 

211

~~~
LLLC  , otherwise, remove ),( 21 mm tt  from 

21

~~
LL  , output )},{(\)

~~
(

~
21211 mm ttLLLC  , to locate 

the set of consistent transitions. 
Definition 8. Let ])[,( 11 iN  and ])[,( 22 iN  be net 

systems with ),,( 1111 FTPN   and ),,( 2222 FTPN  , and 

1L , 2L  a correspondence relation for 21,TT  ( with 

11 LT  , 22 LT  ), respectively, )
~~

(
~

111 LLLC   and 

)
~~

(
~

222 LLLC   a set of consistent transition pairs based 

on the multi-set of transitions. The degree of behavior 
profile consistency is definited as: 

(1)
)

~~
()

~~
(

~~~~

2211

222111
~

LLLL

LLLL
MBP

L 





  

Here:  

(2) 













)
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1
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1
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))(~)(~(
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)(~ )(~),(
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((～， )is an alignment with ～
21 LL  .) According 

to the definition 8, we can compute the the degree of 
behavior consistency of two models with the multi-set of the 
transition. In the calculation process, we need  compute 

the )(~
xt  and the weight  , then obtain the degree of the 

behavior consistency.  

Algorithm 2: calculation for )(~
xt . 

Input: Two workflow systems ])[,( 111 iNS   and 

])[,( 222 iNS  , the sets of aligned transitions 

},,,{
~

1111 nba tttL   and },,,{
~

2222 mba tttL   (obtained from 

Algorithm 2), the sees of consistent transitions 
},,,{

~
211 nxxx tttLC   and },,,{

~
212 nyyy tttLC  . 

Output: )(~
xt . 
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(1) Combinate 
nxxx ttt ,,,

21
 for each other, output 

results that )},(,),,{(
~

211 nn xxxx ttttLC  , and then 

perform steps (2). 
(2) By definition 6, analyze ),(

21 xx tt , if it meets the 

requirements of definition 7; output 1)(~ xt , then 

return to step (3); otherwise output 
n

t x

1
1)(~   

(where n is the total number which meets 

~),( 
ji xx tt ), then return to step (3). 

(3) By definition 6, analyze ),(
31 xx tt , if it meets the 

requirements of definition 7; output )(~)(~
xx tt   , 

then return to step (4); otherwise output 

n
tt xx

1
)(~)(~   , then return to step(4) . 

(4) Similarly, repeat above steps , until the last 
transition pairs ),(

nn xx tt , if it meets the 

requirements of definition 7; output )(~)(~
xx tt   , 

the algorithm terminates; otherwise output 

n
tt xx

1
)(~)(~   , the algorithm terminates. 

Algorithm 3: calculation for degree of the consistency. 
Input: two workflow systems ])[,( 111 iNS  , ])[,( 222 iNS  , 

the set of aligned transitions },,,{
~

1111 nba tttL  , the set of 

consistent transitions },,,{
~

211 nxxx tttLC  , two functions 

)(~
xt , )(~

yt  . 

Output: the degree of the consistency 
L

MBP~  

(1) By Algorithm 2, calculate the total number 

of )(~)(~
yx tt   , called m , with

11

~~
),( LLtt

ji xx  ,  

then return to step (2). 
(2) By Algorithm 2, calculate the total number 

of )(~)(~
yx tt   , called t , with 1

~
),(

21
LCtt ss  , 

then return to step (3). 

(3) 
m

t
1 ,  then step (4). 

(4) Compute 
22

~~
LL  and 

11

~~
LL   respectively, obtain  

111

~~
LLm   and 

222

~~
LLm  , then according to the 

definition 8, compute the 

21

2211
~

mm

mm
MBP

L 



 . 

 

Case Study 
In Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 (b), by Algorithm 1, we can see 

that the set of transitions meeting the behavior profile 
is },,,{

1
DCBALBP  , },,,,{

2
DCBAALBP  , respectively. 

The sets of aligned transitions of the two 
models },,,{

~
1 DCBAL  and },,,{

~
1 DCBAL  respectively, 

and 16)
~~

( 11  LL  and 25)
~~

( 22  LL , so the sets of 

consistent transitions are },,,{
~

1 DCBALC  and 

},,{
~

2 DCBLC  respectively. Finally, according to Algorithm 

2, we can compute the weight 1  and 2  of the two 

models, here
16

15
1  , 

25
23

2  , the degree of behavior 

profiles consistency is 927.0
2516

25
25

23
16

16

15

~ 





L
MBP .  

Similarly, in Fig.1 (a) and Fig.1 1 (c), the degree of 
behavior profile consistency is about 0.927. In Fig. 1 (a) and 
Fig.1 (d), the degree of behavior profile consistency is about 
0.885. in Fig.1 (b) and Fig.1 (c), the degree is about 0.9. 
The compliance degree between Fig. 1 (b) and Fig.1 (d) is 
about 0.918; in Fig. 1 (c) and Fig.1 (d), the degree is about 
0.869. 

 
Conclusions 

In this paper, on the basis of previous study, we extend 
the behavior profile. Our contribution is the definition of 
multi-sets of transitions; for the set of transitions with the 
same name in the workflow system, and on this basis to 
extend the three weak order relations of the behavior 
constraints, and to propose measurement based on the 
behavior constraints of the multi-sets of transitions, and to 
use six algorithms to obtain transitions meeting the relations 
of behavior profile, aligned transitions, consistent 
transitions, function, weights and the degree of behavior 
profiles consistency, respectively.In the future,we plan to 
study the measuring causal behavior profile based on multi-
sets of transitions. 
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